This work describes the Implementation of optimization techniques based on control theory for complex aircraft configurations.
control theory is employed to derive the adjoint differential equations, the solution of which allows for a drastic reduction in computational costs over previous design methods [13, 12, 43, 38] . In our earlier studies [19, 20, 22, 23, 39, 25, 40, 41, 42] it was shown that this method could be used to devise effective optimization procedures for airfoils, wings and wing-bodies subject to either analytic or arbitrary meshes. Design formulations for both potential flows and flows governed by the Euler equations have been demonstrated,
showing that such methods can be devised for various governing equations [39, 25] . In our most recent works [40, 42] the method was extended to treat wing-body configurations with a large number of mesh points, verifying that significant computational savings can be gamed for practical design problems. In this paper the method is extended for the Euler equations to treat complete aircraft configurations via a new multiblock implementation. New elements include a multiblock-multigrid flow solver, a multiblock-multigrid adjoint solver, and a multiblock mesh perturbation scheme. Two design examples are presented in which the new method is used for the wing redesign of a transonic business jet.
INTRODUCTION
To allow the fuU reaLization of the potential of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) to produce superior designs, there is a need not only for accurate aerodynamic prediction methods for given configurations, but also for design methods capable of creating new optimum configurations. Yet, while flow analysis has matured to the extent that Navier-Stokes calculations are routinely canned out over very complex configurations, direct CFD based design is only just beginning to be used in the treatment of moderately complex three-dimensional configurations.
Existing CFD analysis methods can be used to treat the design problem by coupling them with numerical opttmization methods. The essence of these methods, which may incur heavy computational expenses, is very simple: a numerical optimization procedure is used to extremize a chosen aerodynamic figure of merit which is evaluated by the given CFD code. The configuration is system-aticaUy modified through user specified design variables. Most of these optimization procedures require the gradient of the cost function with respect to changes in the design variables. The sImplest of the methods to obtain these necessary gradients is the finite difference method.
In this technique, the gradient components are estimated by independently perturbing each design variable with a finite step, calculating the corresponding value of the objective function using CFD analysis, and forming the ratio of the differences. The gradient is used by the numerical opttmization algorithm to calculate a search direction using steepest descent, conjugate gradient, orquasi-Newton techniques. After finding the minimum or maximum of the objective function along the search direction, the entire process is repeated until the gradient approaches zero and further improvement is not possible.
The finite difference based optimization strategy is computationally expensive because the flow must be recalculated for perturbations m every design vari_ible to determine the gradient. Nevertheless, it is attractive when compared with other traditional design strategies such as inverse methods, since it permits any choice of the aerodynamic figure of merit. The use of numerical optimization for transonic aerodynamic shape design was pioneered by Hicks, Murman and Vanderplaats [13] . They applied the method to twodimensional profile design subject to the potential flow equation.
The method was quickly extended to wing design by Hicks and Henne [12] .
Later, in the work of Reuther, Cliff, Hicks and Van Dam, the method was successfully used for the design of supersonic wing-body transport configurations [38] . In all of these cases, finite difference methods were used to obtain the required gradient m formation.
Recently through work by both ourselves and other groups, alternative, less expensive methods for obtaining design sensitivities have been developed which greatly reduce the computational costs of optimization. The most promising of these emerging approaches is the adjoint formulation whereby the sensitivity with respect to an arbitrary number of design variables is obtained with the equivalent of only one additional flow calculation.
FORMULATION OF THE ADJOINT EQUATIONS
The aerodynamic properties which define the cost function 
Next, introducing a Lagrange multiplier _, we have 61 -oIT6w -k OIT _T Choosing ¢ to satisfy the adjoint equation
the first term is eliminated, and we find that the desired gradient is given by
Since (4) is independent of 6w, the gradient of I with respect to an arbitrary number of design variables can be determined without the need for additional flow field evaluations.
The main cost is in solving the adjoint equation (3). In general, the adjoint problem is about as complex as a flow solution.
If the number of design variables is large, it becomes compelling to take advantage of the cost differential between one adjoint solution and the large number of flow field evaluations required to determine the gradient by finite differences.
Once equation (4) is obtained, G can be fed into any numerical optimization algorithm to obtain an improved design.
ISSUES OF IMPORTANCE FOR DESIGN PROBLEMS
The development of aerodynamic design procedures that employ an adjoint equation formulation is currently being investigated by many researchers.
These methods promise to allow computational fluid dynamics methods to become true aerodynamic design methods. References [1, 2, 3, 5, 4, 7, 8, 6, 32, 29, 16, 35, 30, 28, 34, 45, 31, 36, 37, 47, 15, 33, 14] represent a partial list of recent works in this developing field. However, as is the case in any new research field, many questions remain. Probably the most salient issues of concern are the following: inaccuracies are ofcomparable magnitude tothe inaccuracies inthe flowsolution itself, and must vanish asthe mesh width isreduced. The discrete adjoint equations form alinear system, whether derived directly bythediscrete approach or bydiscretizaton ofthe continuous adjoint equation. The size and complexity ofthe system, however, makes theuse ofdirect solution methods unrealistic for allbutthesmallest problems. The application ofthecontinuous sensitivity analysis fosters astraightforward recycling oftheflow solution algorithm forthe solution ofthe adjoint equations, since the steps applied tothe original governing differential equations can be duplicated fortheadjoint differential equations. When the discrete approach is used, theadjoint equations have acomplexity which makes it hard tofinddecompositions tofacilitate their solution unless the structure from the continuous adjoint is used as a guide. The discrete method is subject, moreover, to the difficulty that the discrete flow equations often contain nonlinear flux limiting functions which are not differentiable. It also limits the flexibility to use adaptive discretization techniques with order and mesh refinement, such as the h -p method, because the adjoint discretization is fixed by the flow discretization. It is crucial for the success of a gradient method that the cost function depends continuously on the design variables.
However, even though the true flow solution depends continuously on the design variables, the use of adaptive discretization or nonlinear flux limiters may cause the discrete solution to cease to depend continuously on the design variables because of sudden changes in the discretization.
It turns out that the determination of items 2-4 in the above list strongly hinge on the choice for 5. In Jameson's first works in the A possible solution to this difficulty would be to use the same type of implicit smoothing procedure that proved effective when the shape was defined by the mesh points.
MULTIBLOCK

FLOW SOLUTION
The extension of the methods presented in our earlier works in threedimensions, such that they may treat complete aircraft configurations, requires the replacement of the single block flow solver used in References [22, 40, 42] . In order to use CFD in an automated design environment, the flow solver must meet fundamental requirements of accuracy, efficiency, and robust convergence. High accuracy is required since the predicted improvements in the design realized by the method can only be as good as the accuracy of the flow analysis.
Efficiency of the flow solver is also critical since the optimization of the design will generally require the computation of many flow solutions or other solutions of comparable complexity.
The last aspeck robust convergence, is also of significant importance. In highly refined aerodynamic design applications, the main benefit of aerodynamic optimization is in obtaining the last few percentage points in improved efficiency.
In such cases the solutions must be highly converged so that the noise in the figure of merit, say of drag at a fixed lift, is well below the level of realizable improvement. Thus in contrast to flow analysis where 3 orders of magnitude convergence in RMS residual is usually considered adequate, a flow solver used in design applications must be typically able to converge 7 orders in R.MS residual.
In our three-dimensional single block applications the FLO87 code written by the second author easily met all of the above criteria.
FLO87 achieves fast convergence with the aid of multigridding and residual smoothing. It is normally easy to obtain solutions that converge to machine accuracy. The challenge in the present work was to meet these slrict convergence requirements within the framework of a multiblock flow solver.
The general strategy in developing the multiblock flow solver is to construct and update a halo around each block such that the flow solution inside each block is transparent to the block boundaries. The strategy for a complete flow solution proceeds as follows:
First, the blocks that comprise the flow field mesh are read from an external file. Then, the double halo configuration is established, for each individual block, by inserting into halo cell locations values for grid metrics, etc., taken from the interior ceils of adjacent blocks.
For the coarse giids required in the multigrid procedure, the process is repeated with coarse grid halo cells defined by the internal ceils of adjacent coarse grid blocks. For block faces that lie on solid, symmetry or far field boundaries, standard single-block techniques are used to define the halo cells. As an example, consider the simple 4-block grid depicted in Figure 1 . The halo ceils for block I will be obtained from the internal ceils of blocks 1-1, 1]], and IV, and from solid or far field boundary techniques for the faces not adjacent to other blocks. Coarse grids are computed in the usual fashion, by aggregating groups of eight cells and then repeating the above halo cell process. Once the halo configuration is complete for the fine and all coarse grids, the flow solution commences.
The system of equations solved here as well as the solution strategy follows that presented in many earlier works [26, 18, 17] . The threedimensional
Euler equations may be written as
where it is convenient to denote the Cartesian coordinates and velocity components by xl, z2, z3 and ul, u2, u3, and w and f, are defined as The only difference between the integration strategies is in the implementation of the residual averaging.
In the single-block solution strategy, a tridiagonal system of equations is set up and solved using flow information from the entire grid. Thus, each residual is replaced by an average of itself and the residuals of the entire grid.
In the multiblock strategy, the support for the residual smoothing is reduced to the size of each block, in order to eliminate the need to solve tridiagonal systems spanning the blocks, which would incur a penalty in communication costs. This change has no effect on the final converged solution, and in the present application has not led to any significant reduction in the rate of convergence.
THE ADJOINT FORMULATION FOR THE EULER EQUA-TIONS
The application of control theory to aerodynamic design problems is illustrated by treating the case of three-dimensional design, using the Euler equations discussed above as the mathematical model for compressible flow. In our previous works, the illustrative problem most often used specified the cost function as a measure of the difference between the current and some desired pressure dislribution.
For variety, the development here will use drag at a fixed lift as the cost function. 
where _ is given by
Since p depends on w through the equation of state (8-9), the variation 8p can be determined from the variation 8w. If a fixed computational domain is used, the variations in the shape result in variations in the mapping derivatives.
Define the Jacobian matrices
Of,
Then the equation for 6w in the steady state becomes Then ffthe coordinate transformation is such that/5 (JK -_ ) is negligible in the far field, the last integral in (16) reduces to -// CT6F n d_ld&.
JJB Thus by letting q_ satisfy the boundary conditions.
( 
VARI-ABLES
In order to construct/51 in equation (21), the variation in the metric terms must be obtained in each block. One way to accomplish this is to use finite differences to calculate the necessary information. This approach avoids the use of multiple flow solutions to determine the gradient, but it unfortunately still requires the mesh generator to be used repeatedly.
The number of mesh solutions required is proportional to the number of design variables. The inherent difficulty in the approach is two-fold.
First, for complicated three-dimensional configurations, elliptic or hyperbolic partial differential equations must often be solved iteratively in order to obtain acceptably smooth meshes.
These iterative mesh generation procedures are often computationally expensive.
In the worst case they approach the cost of the flow solution process. Thus the use of finite difference methods for obtaining metric variations in combination with an iterative mesh generator leads to computational costs which s_ongly hinge on the number of design variables, despite the use of an adjoint solver to eliminate the flow variable variations. Second, multiblock mesh generation is by no means a a'ivial task. In fact no method currently exists that allows this to be accomplished as a completely automatic process for complex three-dimensional configurations.
In our earlier works [40, 39, 25, 19, 20, 22] , two methods have been explored which avoid these difficulties.
In the first method, a completely analytic mapping procedure was used for the mesh generation. This technique is not only fully automatac and results in smooth consistent meshes, but it also allows for complete elimination of finite difference information for the mesh mela-ic terms. Since the mapping function fully determines the entire mesh based on the surface shape, this analytic relationship may be directly differentiated in order to obtain the required information without considering a finite step. An analytic mapping method requires the geometry topology to be built directly into the formulation, and only works for simple configurations.
Nevertheless, within these limitations it has proven to be highly effective [19, 20, 221.
The second method that we have explored is the use of an analytic mesh perturbation technique.
In this approach, a high quality mesh appropriate for the flow solver is first generated by any available procedure prior to the start of the design. In examples to be shown later, these meshes were created using the Gridgen software developed by the company Pointwise [44] . This initial mesh becomes the basis for all subsequent meshes which are developed by analytical perturbations. In the method that was previously developed for wing-body configurations it had been assumed that only one surface, say the wing, was perturbed during a design case. This permitted the use of a very simple algebraic mesh perturbation algorithm. New meshes are created by moving all the mesh points on an index line projecting from the surface by an amount which is attenuated as the arc length from the surface increases. If the outer boundary ofthe griddomain isheld constant themodification tothe gridhas the form .... ld So_a "_ -z°_d)
where z, represents the volume grid points, x.,, represents the surface grid points and S represents the arc length along the radial mesh line measured from the outer domain, normalized so that S = 1 at the inner surface. Unfortunately this simple logic breaks down in the case where multiple faces sharing common edges are allowed to move.
Thus in order to use analytic mesh perturbations for the treatment of the more general problem where multiple faces of a given block may be simultaneously deformed, equation (22) had to be modified in a way that resembles transfinite interpolation (TFI) [46] . Unlike TFI, where there is no prior knowledge of the interior mesh, the perturbation algorithm developed here (WARP3D) does make use of the relative interior point distributions in the initial mesh.
WARP3D may be thought of as a two stage procedure that operates within each block. The first stage shifts the internal mesh points to The idea of WARP3D is to use an initial mesh with good quality attributes as a starting point, and then systematically perturb this mesh in a manner such that the original grid quality is maintained, without the need for expensive elliptic smoothing.
Since our current flow solver and design algorithm assume a pointto-point match between blocks, each block may be independently perturbed by WARP3D, provided that perturbed surfaces are treated continuously across block boundaries. The entire method of creating a new mesh is given by the following algorithm.
1. All faces of all blocks that are coincident with perturbed surfaces are explicitly perturbed.
2. The faces in all blocks that share an edge with an explicitly perturbed face are implicitly perturbed by a quasi-3D form of WARP3D.
3. WARP3D is used on each block that has one or more explicitly or implicitly perturbed faces to determine the adjusted interior points.
Note that much of the mesh, especially away from the surfaces, will not require mesh perturbations and thus may remain fixed through the entire design process. Since this mesh perturbation algorithm is analytic it is possible to work out the analytical variations in the metric terms required for equation (21). This approach was followed in reference [40] . However since the mesh perturbation algorithm that was used in the current paper was significantly more complex, and it was discovered that the computational cost of repeatedly using the block pemn-bation algorithm was minimal, finite differences were used to calculate 8Qi: instead of deriving the exact analytical relationships. Even in cases with hundreds of design variables, the computationalcost of repeatedly re-evaluating _Q,3 for all necessary blocks is still insignificant compared with the cost of a single flow solution.
The conclusion is that the analytical mesh perturbation algorithm, WARP3D, unlike an elliptical mesh generation method, is efficient to the extent that the cost of remeshing can be neglected.
It remains to choose a set of design variables which smoothly modifies the original shape, say bi. The gradient can then be defined with respect to these design variables as Thus they may be applied as functions in either the fi, the _, or both directions. The design code is further structured so that these variables may be applied to any subset of the parametric surface.
Alternatives are provided such that these variables may be linearly lofted in the second direction as opposed to say Hicks-Henne function in both directions. All of these options may be prescribed at the input level, leading to a highly versatile design code in which one or more faces in the multiblock domain may be perturbed by the design variables. To enforce geometric constraints, each design variable may be activated on more than one face. For example, if the thickness of a wing is to be preserved and the upper and lower halves of the wing are in separate blocks, then the design variables need to be applied at the proper locations with the proper weights and on the appropriate faces in both blocks such that thickness does not change while both surfaces are allowed to be modified.
IMPLEMENTATION
OF THE DESIGN ALGORITHM
With all the necessary components defined for the multiblock adjoint based design, it is now possible to outline the complete procedure:
1. Solve the flow field governing equations (6-11).
• Explicitly perturb all faces affected bythe design variable.
• Implicitly perturb allfaces that share anedge withan explicitly perturbed design variable. • Obtain thenewinternal mesh pointlocations via WARP3D forthose blocks withperturbed faces. • Calculate allthedelta metric terms, _Q,,j, within those blocks that were perturbed byfinite diffferencing. • Integrate equation (21) toobtain _51 forthose blocks that contain nonzero _SQI,j. • Determine thegradient component byequation (23). 4. Calculate the search direction and perform alinesearch.
Return to(1)if minimum has not been reached.
The basic method here builds onthat used inreference [40] withthe proper extensions totreat multiblock domains. Inorder toimplement themethod, equation (18) and boundary condition (20) must bediscretized onthe multiblock domain. Inthecurrent implementation, acell centered, central difference stencil that mimics the flux balancing used fortheflowsolution isused. Since thischoice of discretization differs from the one obtained ifthe discrete flowequa-tionJacobian matrix were actually transposed toformtheadjoint system, thegradients obtained bythepresent method will notbe exactly equal tothegradients calculated byfinite differencing the discrete flowsolutions. However, as the mesh isrefined these differences should vanish. Continuing, theadjoint system sodiscretized issolved onthemultiblock domain inanidentical fashion tothat used fortheflowsolution. Therefore, theadjoint solver, likethe flowsolver, uses anexplicit multistage Runge-Kutta-like algorithm accelerated byresidual smoothing and multigridding. Intra-block communication isagain handled through adouble halo which allows forthefulltransfer ofinformation across boundaries except for the stencil of support for the implicit residual smoothing.
Step (3) in the above procedure is the portion of the method that is still treated by finite differences. Fortunately, all of these steps incur only a trivial computational cost compared with even a single flow analysis time step. It is therefore possible, without significant penalty, to leave this in finite difference form even for cases where many hundreds of design variables are used. 
NUMERICAL TESTS AND RESULTS
All of the design test cases to be presented in this paper use a business jet con figuration that is the subject of another paper at this conference (see Reference [9] ). The results presented in [9] were obtained through the use of the single block design method developed by our group and presented last year [40] . Therefore, this choice allowed us to validate the qualitative results of both the multiblock flow solver and the multiblock design method.
To demonstrate the utility of the new flow solver (FLO87-MB) an initial flow solution on a 72 block mesh with a total of 750 K ceils is shown in Figure (2) . The solution was carried out at aMach number of 0.80 and a CL of 0.3. It can be seen from the figure that this is a wing-body-nacelle geometry.
The actual solution was canted out on the left half of the configuration with a symmetry plane boundary condition enforced to obtain a complete solution.
The empennage and nacelle pylons were not modeled here simply to ensure that results could be obtained by the conference date. The surface of the geometry shown in Figure (2) is an isometric view colored by the local Mach number. The nacelle is modeled as flow through, with a single H-block traversing its entire interior. As can be seen in Figure   ( 3), where a cut of the solution is taken through some of the blocks (dark lines indicate block boundaries)the general lay of the 72 block mesh is C-O. This was chosen for convenience since any topology is allowed within the multiblock framework. Figure (3) The first step in establishing the validity of the adjoint based design method is to perform a check of the gradients it produces as compared with those obtained by finite differences. Figure (4) This required some of the design variables to operate on up to four faces in different blocks simultaneously.
Again the design variables were allowed to modify most of the wing except for near the tip and near the root. The initial and final designs after 6 cycles are shown in Figure (7) . Note that the shock on the wing upper surface has been largely eliminated over the entire span. This is even achieved near the root where no geometric changes were allowed. To explain this phenomenon it must be remembered that the design was run in fixed lift mode.
It turns out that the incidence of the entire geometry is reduced by the redesign, thus causing the upper surface not to have to work so hard. As a consequence it can be seen that the strength of the shock on the wing lower surface is slightly increased over much of the span. Apparently this trade-off produces a drag reduction. Most of the upper surface pressure distribution has been modified into near fiat roof-top designs with weak to no shocks. The final configuration drag was reduced by 19%, most of which was due to the reduction of the drag on the wing.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In the period since this approach to optimal shape design was first proposed by the second author [19] , the method has been verified by numerical implementation for both potential flow and flows modeled by the Euler equations [20, 39, 25, 23] . It has been demonstrated that it can be successfully used with a finite volume formulation to perform calculations with arbitrary numerically generated grids [39, 25] . Further, results have been presented for three-dimensional calculations using both the analytic mapping and general finite volume implementations [40] . In the last year the technique has been adopted by some industry participants to perform the aerodynamic design of future configurations [9] . Now with the extension to multi- 
